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Abstract

Self-access centers (SACs) became popular in Mexico in the 1990s with the purpose of allowing learners to make decisions about how to learn languages. The following study is qualitative and longitudinal and was carried out in the SAC at the University of Sonora in Mexico. It was designed with the purpose of understanding learners’ performance as they direct their own learning in a SAC. By focusing on learning experiences, activities, and materials, the results show that learners understand the idea of language learning in SACs in a limited way. However, the participants view learning in a SAC to be an effective approach to learning languages due to the progress and growth they noticed.
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Self-access centers (SACs) provide learners with opportunities to experience language learning in a unique way. Such experiences are shaped by the learners’ decision-making in the SAC regarding the determination of objectives and the activities to be carried out, the selection of materials needed and the appropriate way to use them. With this in mind, having a better understanding of the learners’ practices in SACs is necessary to comprehend their language learning process.

This project was designed to increase knowledge about SAC learners’ performance, investigating how they adapt to self-directed learning, the activities they carry out, and the materials they use. The article presents the learning experiences of five SAC learners, through the analysis of the aspects mentioned above.

Literature Review

Language learning in self-access centers

Self-access centers were first established with the idea of promoting learning autonomy in the language learning context; learner autonomy is a notion by which learners develop the capacity of controlling their own learning (Holec, 1981). Autonomous language learners make
decisions regarding objectives and content, methodology and strategies, as well as monitoring and evaluation. According to Holec (2017), SACs are facilities where different resources and services are offered to learners in order to help them learn languages in a self-directed way. SACs are likely to contain a wide range of materials, and provide learning to learn workshops, advising programs, conversation groups, among other services. Based on Gardner and Miller (1999), SACs offer a learning environment in which every learner develops in a particular way. As they pointed out, language learning in SACs involves “an integration of a number of elements which combine to provide a learning environment. Each learner interacts with the environment in a unique way” (Gardner & Miller, 1999, p. 8).

**A SAC as a learning environment**

According to Gardner and Miller (1999), elements of a SAC create a learning environment that increases the possibilities for learning opportunities. As self-directed language learning is promoted in SACs, learning experiences may develop once learners begin to freely interact in such spaces through the carrying out of different activities and the use of the materials and resources offered to them (Domínguez, 2012). In this sense, learners explore new learning experiences (Croker & Ashurova, 2012) by which they become more involved in their learning process and start to adapt to a different way of learning (Herrera, 2012).

In order to provide learners with a more effective way to work in a SAC, the center may offer the help of advisors. They will help learners to reflect on their own learning and develop their capacity to learn (Gremmo, 1995; Mozzon-McPherson, 2001, 2007; Victori, 2007). In this sense, the role of advisors is extremely important in a SAC (Gremmo & Riley, 1995).

Based on the previous information in this project, the learning experience in a SAC refers to that unique way in which every learner interacts with the environment to make decisions regarding their learning.

**SAC context in Mexico**

In Mexico, the development of SACs began in 1994 with the implementation of the North American Free Trade Agreement (NAFTA) causing an exponential increase in the demand for foreign languages (FL); however, there were not enough facilities and teachers prepared to address the situation. Under these conditions, the government, via its Mexican Ministry of
Education, started to take measures. One of these was the training of FL teachers, particularly in English, which, at the time resulted in a large number of BA English Language Teaching programs that are now offered all over the country (Castillo Zaragoza, 2006). The second measure was the introduction of SACs for language learning in every state university of the country, which meant that 32 SACs were established in order to start providing Foreign Language Learning services. In tripartite agreements, the ministry initiated the following: 1) funding was provided in order to set up the SACs, 2) teachers were trained, and 3) state universities provided the facilities. As a result, there are currently over 250 self-access centers across the country, suggesting that SACs are an important element of the Mexican university context.

Research in Mexico regarding language learning in SACs has covered different aspects, such as ideologies about the setting up of SACs (Castillo Zaragoza, 2006); the advisor’s role and training (Clemente, 2003; Contijoch Escontria, 2000; Fabela Cárdenas, 2012); the characteristics of learners who visit SACs (Bufí Zanón & Chávez Sánchez, 2000); material development in the SAC (Groult Bois, 2000); plurilingualism by the advisor (Castillo & Gremmo, 2003; Gremmo & Castillo, 2006) and the learner (Castillo Zaragoza, 2011; Castillo Zaragoza & Pamplón Irigoyen, 2013); and learning experiences in SACs (Castillo Zaragoza, 2011, 2014; Domínguez Gaona, 2013; Herrera, 2012). As rich and varied as research in Mexico has been, there is a need to continue researching learners’ decisions regarding their learning and actual performance in a SAC.

Recent studies on SACs

Recent studies related to language learning in SACs have been developed in the Asian, American and European continents in countries such as Japan, Mexico, France, Germany and Turkey. For the most part, these studies are framed on a qualitative approach and have employed data collection instruments that include semi-structured interviews, questionnaires or surveys, observations, and analysis of documents such as portfolios, diaries or attendance registers.

The research developed has focused on different aspects including:

- Advising in SACs (Harootian, 2015; Kato & Mynard, 2015; Morrison & Navarro, 2012; Mynard & Carson, 2012; Mynard & Navarro, 2010; Tweed, 2016; Uzun, Karaaslan, & Şen, 2016);
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- SAC users’ motivation (Castillo Zaragoza, 2011; Croker & Ashurova, 2012; Gillies, 2010);
- Development of communities of practice and social interaction in SACs (Acuña, Avila, & Holmes, 2015; Allhouse, 2014; Gardner & Miller, 2014; Noguchi, 2015);

It is worth mentioning that the studies in the latter category were all developed in Mexico and are closely related to the purpose of the present study. They served as a reference because they paid attention to the individual and their lived experiences in the SAC, providing a deeper view of the SAC learner and the learning taking place. Nonetheless, as mentioned before, more investigation is needed regarding the actual work people do when they are in the SAC on their own. Therefore, the present research attempts to close the gap and to help build a better understanding of the learners’ development in SACs.

**Method**

**Context**

The study was developed at the Centro de Autoaprendizaje de Lenguas Extranjeras (CAALE), a SAC located in the Foreign Languages Department (FLD) at the University of Sonora in northern Mexico, where different language courses are offered to the local and university community. The SAC is available for the people registered in one of the mentioned courses, as well as to people not taking any language classes. According to the FLD’s website (Foreign Languages Department, 2014), CAALE is a place where people can learn and practice languages, it has a variety of materials and resources accessible for its users, and overall, it represents an alternative for those who have a difficulty attending classes on a regular basis, want to work at their own pace, or wish to prepare for an official test. The resources and materials included at CAALE support learners of Arabic, Chinese, English, French, German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Russian and Spanish. Additionally, CAALE offers advising sessions to guide users in the development of a working plan, learning strategies, available materials, and the different ways to use them.

**Objectives and research questions**

206
The purpose of this project was to obtain data that would lead to a better understanding of the SAC users and the work they carry out. This information was based on the analysis of the activities learners carried out, the materials and resources they selected and how they used them. In other words, the objective was to obtain knowledge about the users’ language learning experience in CAALE as they adapted to the environment and a self-directed learning process.

The research questions on which the study focused were:

- How do the participants learn in the SAC?
- What materials and resources do the participants select, why do they choose them, how do they work with them and why?
- How do they adapt to the SAC environment?

**Research methods**

Considering that qualitative research is preferred for describing and interpreting a phenomenon, as well as the meaning of it to those involved within its natural context (Cresswell, 2007; Denzin & Lincoln, 2005; Glesne, 2011), this study was designed as qualitative and longitudinal. Therefore, it was done within the learners’ environment. Data collection methods included two interviews, observations, and the analysis of learning diaries. Finally, it was conducted over a two-semester period, which allowed the researcher to familiarize with the SAC’s functioning (during the first semester of the study) and to give the opportunity to the learners to develop and interact in the SAC environment (during the second semester of the study).

The project is characterized by the development of a case study that focused on the description and interpretation of the activities carried out in the SAC by five participants. The decision was made because case studies enable the exploration of an individual’s meaning to a particular situation (Yin, 2003). Each case study described the learners’ perspective about their own particular learning process in CAALE.

**Research scheme and data collection**

---

1 This study was designed from a larger project developed by the second author of this article. For the first author, the experience in SACs began with the initial phase of the research. For this reason, the first stage was dedicated to the familiarization with the center and its functioning. In the second stage of the project, besides researching, she also worked as an advisor, which allowed her to follow the participants’ work in the SAC.
Considering the project’s characteristics and aims, data was collected through observations, two semi-structured interviews with each participant, and learning diaries written by them:

- The researcher carried out random observations during a two-semester period. During the first one, observations were focused on obtaining detailed information about the SAC environment. And in the second one, the focus was on the participants’ activities and their learning decisions in the center, taking into account the material selection and the way they use them. In order to document the information collected, notes were taken during every observation carried out.

- Two semi-structured interviews were conducted by the researcher with each of the participants, one at the beginning of the second semester and the other one at the end. The aim was to gather information regarding participants’ motives, goals, feelings, and decisions about the experience of learning languages in the SAC.

- Participants were asked to keep a learning diary in which they wrote their own reflections regarding the languages they worked on, the activities, the materials, and the challenges faced, among other things. In order to do so, learners were given a notebook and a series of questions in Spanish that served as a guideline (see Figure 1); nonetheless, they were invited to openly write about any reflection, feeling, or comment they wished to express. The objective was to have more information about their decision-making and to have a deeper understanding of their learning experience.
Participants

The selection criterion was open and inclusive, considering men and women willingly attending the SAC, from different age groups and backgrounds. Also, it was not a requirement to be registered in any language course or to be learning one specific language, or more than one.

With this in mind, five SAC learners, three women and two men, were asked by the researcher to be part of the study and voluntarily agreed to participate. The selection was made considering the regularity of their visits to CAALE. Their ages ranged between 20 and 30 years and had different professional and academic backgrounds (See Table 1). They were asked to regularly attend CAALE without a set schedule, participate in two interviews, and keep a learning diary of every visit to the center for a one-semester period. Participants accepted to be involved in the project without any sort of payment.
Table 1. Participants Characteristics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Name</th>
<th>Age</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Semesters as CAALE User (Prior to Study)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Carla</td>
<td>25-30</td>
<td>University teacher not registered in a language course</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Diana</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>Full-time language student registered in two language courses</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Leonel</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>Nutritionist registered in a language course</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Marco</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>Full time Nutrition Student registered in a language course</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vanessa</td>
<td>20-25</td>
<td>Language student registered in two language courses</td>
<td>4</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Results**

The following results were obtained based on the information gathered by 27 random observations, the two semi-structured interviews, and the analysis of the learning diaries written by each participant of the project. The analysis was done with a matrix developed on the data collected (Miles & Huberman, 1994) and later interpreted by the researcher. The results presented focus on the participants and the similarities and differences among them.

**Participants**

The information regarding the participants and their work in CAALE is briefly presented in Table 2.
Similarities and differences among the participants

The learning experience in CAALE

As previously mentioned, in this project, the learning experience in a SAC refers to the unique and particular interaction between the learners and the center. This is shaped by the learners’ decisions regarding their learning within the environment. The outcomes of this experience can be seen in their increased language performance and their personal growth.

The information obtained in the interviews, especially the second one conducted at the end of the project, suggested that for the participants, learning languages in CAALE was effective. Despite the feeling that it is necessary to continue working towards reaching their objectives, all participants felt they progressed in their language learning.
Vanessa, Marco and Leonel were able to identify situations in which they confirmed the work done in the SAC was effective. For instance, as they commented in the interviews, they obtained better grades in their classes, understood articles related to their area of studies more easily and stopped using a translator to understand movie scenes (See Table 3 for examples of increased language performance). For such reasons, they pointed out their interest in continuing studying languages in the SAC in addition to their language courses, since they considered it a helpful tool for their classes.
Table 3. Examples of Increased Language Performance

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Participant</th>
<th>Examples</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| Carla       | • Improved listening skills  
              “Siento que escucho mejor el inglés, que le entiendo mejor cuando están hablando y todo, una que otra palabra sí me falla pero no es tanto como antes”  
              “I feel I understand English better than before, when it is spoken, even if I miss a word”  
| Diana       | • Better understands scientific articles in English  
              “Estoy haciendo mi tesis y hay muchos artículos en inglés y antes batallaba mucho para traducir un párrafo y ahora es como que ¡guau!, igual si me fallan unas palabritas pero ahora es más fácil”  
              “I’m working on my thesis and there are many articles written in English and before I struggled a lot to translate a Little paragraph, now it’s like wow! I still miss some words but now it is easier”  
              • Improved listening and reading comprehension skills in French  
              “Por ejemplo, en las películas de que ay eso no dijo, dijo otra cosa, algo así y esta mal subtitulada eso sé y también igual en textos que venían palabras diferentes”  
              “For example, in movies like ah! He didn’t say that, he said something different! Or those subtitles are not right I know that now, also in texts I saw different words”  
| Leonel      | • Understands movies and series without subtitles  
              “El día de hoy no usé el traductor con los dos capítulos de ‘Friends’ que miré y los comprendí”  
              “Today I did not use the translator with the two ‘Friends’ episodes I watched and I understood them”  
              • Obtained better grades in tests  
              “En los exámenes siempre hay preguntas del audio siempre sacaba dos bien, eso sí lo noté diferente de que empecé a sacar más mejores [resultados] en los audios”  
              “In the tests there is always a listening exercise and I used to get 2 correct answers, this is something I noticed, I started getting better [results] in the listening sections” |
Working at CAALE not only allowed the participants to advance in their language learning, but according to their responses, it motivated them to personally grow by developing a sense of independence. Diana and Leonel considered that it contributed to help them focus on their objectives and on what is needed to achieve them. Moreover, they felt that the experience helped them realize the importance of continued study as expressed by Leonel in the following comments:

"Viniendo al CAALE también sentí como que como que más importancia al estudiar en autodidacta y no solamente para el inglés también para mi carrera"

“Coming to CAALE I also felt like it is important to study in a autodidactic way and not only to learn English but also for my career.”

"Como que estar en el ambiente aquí otra vez de que todos estén también aprendiendo otro idioma ya inglés que es lo que la mayoría venimos a ver aquí sí me haces sentir
como que mayor compromiso más compromiso para seguir para aplicarme más en el estudio"

“[It’s] like, being in this environment here again and everyone is also learning another language besides English makes me feel a greater commitment to continue to focus more on studying”

Regarding the adaptation process to the SAC environment and self-directed learning, all of the learners pointed out that it was difficult to adjust at the beginning but after a while they felt comfortable as they related to the rest of the users. This can be seen in the following comments made by Leonel and Marco respectively:

“Quizás la primera semana pero te das cuenta que todos vienen igual que tú no nada más no precisamente vienen con alguien viene solos normalmente o la mayoría y te das cuenta que muchos están solos haciendo su propio trabajo y ahí fue cuando me di cuenta es como cuando dicen sí tu haces algo tú sólo diferente pues te sientes extraño te califican de loco peor cuando muchos hacen la misma cosa diferente ya como que te sientes más cómodo"

“Maybe the first week but then you realize that everybody is here just like you, they normally come alone and they are doing their own work, and that’s when I realized that it is like when you do something different alone you feel weird but when more people do it then you feel comfortable”

"Al principio sí se me hizo medio batalloso pero ya después como que ya le agarré la onda que es lo que tenía que hacer y ya se me hizo más fácil"

“At the beginning it was difficult but a while after I got the idea of what I had to do and then it was easier”

The opinion of all the participants about CAALE was positive. When asked about ways to improve CAALE, they suggested increasing the authentic material options such as movies and
books. Lastly, they suggested promoting the center to the rest of the university and the local community as they thought it was a helpful and effective tool to learn languages.

**The activities and materials used**

Each of the participants involved in this study carried out diverse activities which varied depending on: 1) the language they focused on, i.e. they did different tasks with every language they studied; 2) the particular objective. Since they had various goals, the participants worked in a way they thought would be convenient to reach them. Despite this, there were similarities in their performance in the SAC. For example, the most frequent activities were:

- completing exercises linked to their language classes and preparing for tests,
- watching movies and sitcoms, primarily in English with the purpose of improving their listening skills, was a common practice,
- reading magazines (authentic material) about diverse topics such as technology, entertainment, etc.,
- working with songs, translating articles or song lyrics, answering grammatical exercises in textbooks and websites, vocabulary searching in dictionaries and online translators, as well as playing board games with other users.

According to Carla and Leonel, the conversation clubs were of great help because they allowed them to improved their speaking and listening abilities. Besides, their confidence when using the language was boosted as they felt secure while they expressed themselves during the sessions. In contrast, for Marco, who concentrated on his reading comprehension in English, it was common for him to work with textbooks and magazines containing exercises.

Based on the participants’ comments, working on these activities contributed to improved performance in their language courses resulting in better grades. Similarly, they enhanced their comprehension of spoken and written language since learners reduced the use of translation methods as they continued carrying out these tasks.

The materials were selected depending on the type of activity carried out. Participants used written and digital resources to accomplish their objectives such as the textbook used in their languages classes, books and magazines designed for the reading comprehension development, and finally, websites dedicated to the teaching and learning of languages. When
using authentic materials, they tended to work with audiovisual and written ones such as different genre movies and series, recent magazines and newspapers, in addition to novels and short stories. Participants also used the available resources in the SAC, for instance, the television and DVD players, worktables, reading spaces and the cubicles where the conversation clubs take place.

The selection of materials and resources implied an understanding of their purpose and use, as they were used appropriately. Nonetheless, it was constrained primarily to textbooks, movies, and reading materials, which suggests little knowledge of the possibilities offered in the SAC, as well as the different ways to use them to achieve a variety of objectives. Finally, it is relevant to mention that the participants did not request guidance of an advisor at any moment. It is considered that this lack of advising during the project played an important role in the learners’ development and limited usage of the materials.

**Discussion**

This research aimed at providing answers regarding the way SACs learners work when they are in such centers and the way they start to direct their learning process, considering their interaction with the SAC elements, specifically, the activities carried out and the materials and resources used.

The results obtained from the study suggest that participants have a reasonable understanding of how to develop in the SAC environment, as they actively decided on the tasks to be done and the materials to be used. However, as identified in the learning diary entries and their comments in the interviews regarding advising, they did not make use of such services. In this sense, they worked on a ‘no-help’ view that limited the variety of activities done and the materials or resources used, since they commonly performed the same activities and did not diversify much. In their study, Domínguez-Gaona, López-Bonilla and Englander (2012) found a similar behavior in learners, in the sense that they did not seek out advising either, based on the idea that working autonomously meant developing without the help of others.

Participants also explained that the work done in the center helped them progress in their language learning since they got better grades in their language classes and understood spoken and written texts more easily. Language learning in SACs is considered, as expressed by Vanessa, Marco, Leonel and Diana, an effective tool to take advantage from while taking formal
language classes. In her study Herrera (2012) concludes that students partially accept self-access language learning because they still prefer to attend classes. This may suggest that there is a lack of learner formation in what the language learning in SACs implies, as well as, in learning to learn.

In regards to the adaptation process to the SAC environment and the self-direction of their learning, as noted in the learners’ comments in the interviews, the beginning of the experience was difficult. Their perspective changed as soon as they grasped the purpose of a SAC and felt connected to the rest of the users.

Conclusion

This project was designed to describe, through five case studies, how learners in SACs work and their learning experience, considering how they adjust to the working mode, the activities done and the materials employed. The information obtained is based on a two-semester period, one of observations in the SAC about its functioning and another one following the performance of five participants learning different languages at the SAC of the University of Sonora. The results suggest that there seems to be an adaptation process by which the learner understands the working mode and starts making decisions regarding his or her own learning. However, more research about the transition from a formal class mode to SAC language learning is needed, with respect to the factors that influence the adjustment and the effects on the learners’ performance.

As learners tend to behave in a similar way on every visit to the center and their use of the services, materials, and resources available is limited, it would be relevant to carry out research about the actual learner training in SACs and how it affects their development in the centers. Nonetheless, the outcomes of this study should not be generalized due to its particular design.
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